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THE IMAGE OF UNITARY BORDISM IN

UNORIENTE D BORDISM-THE EQUIVARIANT

CASE
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ABSTRACT.   It is shown that the image of unitary   G-bordism in unorient-

ed   G-bordism  is the set of squares in unoriented   G-bordism if  G  is  Z2

and properly contains the squares if   G   is an odd order finite group.

1. Statement of results.   In  [3],  Milnor shows that the image of the re-

duction homomorphism from unitary to unoriented bordism is the same as the

image of the squaring homomorphism from unoriented bordism into itself.   We

consider an equivariant version of this result.   Specifically, if   U^  and  N^

denote, respectively, the unitary and unoriented equivariant bordism of smooth

G actions on closed manifolds (with unrestricted isotropy subgroups),  p:

U^ -»/V^    denotes the reduction homomorphism which "forgets" the stably

almost complex structure, and a: N^ —>A/^   is defined by Ax) = x  , then

Theorem   1.   If G = Z     then the image of p equals the image of a.

Theorem  2.   // the order of G  is odd, then the image of a is properly

contained in the image of p.

2. Proof of Theorem   1.   Denote by   (/*(X) and  NA\X), respectively, the

unitary and unoriented bordism of the space  X.   Assigning to an involution

on a manifold, the normal bundle to its fixed set gives rise to fixed point

homomorphisms

F : AT* 2 -»©AL (B0(*))    and    F" : IL 2-»0(l(B (/(*)).

There are exact sequences:

z. */2

(1)        0^£L-»tL2-►  ©   U.    ..(BU{k))^U.   ,(BO(l))-»0
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z~     F *

(2) O -» N* 2-► ©  N^A.BOik)) -» !>„,_!(BO(l)) -* 0.
7e= 0

(See  [A, Proposition 4] and [5, §l]  for these sequences.)

Introduction of reduction homomorphisms gives a commutative diagram:

0 -» ^* ~* Ü* 2 -^-   © l/+_2it(Bü(*)) -»î/^BOd» -» 0

(3) p

0  -» N*2-•   © ^..¿(BOd))—N^BOd)) -* 0.

Assigning to a real /e-plane bundle  F  the total space of the projective

space bundle of F © 1  with the involution induced by (+l) © (-1) on  E © 1,

induces a homomorphism G:®Nj,BO(k))—*N%2, which is a left inverse for

F and splits sequence (2) [2,  (28.2)].   There is a similarly defined homo-

morphism G": (Bt/^B(/U))—»!/^2,  which of course is not a splitting homo-

morphism.

Clearly, there are products in A/f 2, ©/V^BOU)),  (/f 2  and  ©(^(B (/(£))

giving these modules the structure of algebras.   Under these products, the

homomorphisms  F and  F" are algebra homomorphisms.   From [l, (2.2)], we

know that  ©í/+(Bt/(¿))  is the graded polynomial algebra over   U^. whose

generators are the classes of the Hopf line bundles  i[y—>CP(n)]\.   Also,

©iV+(60(&))  is the graded polynomial algebra over  N+  on the classes of

the nontrivial line bundles over the  RP(n), \[\—> RP(n)]\.

Just as in [2, (24.2)], where it is shown that the normal bundle to the

fixed set of an involution determines the bordism class of the underlying

manifold, it can be shown that the normal bundle to the fixed set of a bundle

involution together with the bundle restricted to that fixed set determine the

underlying class in N^(BOik)) oí the bundle with involution  [4, Proposition

8].   In particular, the bundle  y—*CP(n) with "conjugation" and the bundle

À x À —>RP(n) x RP(n) with the "twist" involution have the same fixed in-

formation, since in both cases the normal bundle to the fixed set is the tan-

gent bundle over  RP(n) and the two-plane bundle restricted to the fixed set

is the complexification of A.   Hence these bundles are bordant in ^^(60(2))

and the image of p is equal to the image of squaring in  ©N!|!_fe(80U)).

For an «-tuple w = (it,,.»««, i ) oí nonnegative integers, let [RP(w), \(w)]

denote the bordism class of the  //-plane bundle  A x A x • • • x A —*RP(i. ) x • • •
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x RP(z ), in N   (BO(n)\ where m = i. +.♦ •♦+ i .  We define  [CPiw), y(w)]
72 777 i 72 '

in  L/_   (BU(n)) similarly, using the bundles  y—»CP(z'.).   The collections

\[CP(w), y(w)]\ and  {[RP(w), \(w)]\ ate, respectively, free   (/„, and  A/+ mod-

ule bases for  ®U^_2k(BU(k)) and  ©N^^BOÍ»).   If  A  is the line bundle

over  RP(X(w)) defined by the sphere of \(w) and  T is the similarly defined

(complex) line bundle over  CPiyiw)), then the class  [CP(y(w)), T] is equal

to the class of [RP(\(w)), A]2  in N 2m_2(BO(2)).   (A proof would again in-

volve a comparison of the fixed set information of the twist involution on

A x A and conjugation on V.)

To understand  FU(U^2)  [n (Bu^BU(k)) one considers  Ü%2t the

bordism of involutions on unitary manifolds with codimension two fixed sets

(possibly empty).   There is an exact sequence:

(4) O^i/,,-»  Til2  -^-~U^_2(BU(l))->lj^_l(BO(l))^0,

which is a direct summand of  (1) [5, §l].   The (disc, sphere) cofibration for

the bundle  y ® y—>BU(1) yields a commutative diagram:

(5)

i \
U^BUti)) -* U^_2(BU(D) -» U^(BO(D)

P

NjSUd))  1-An^   2(BU(D) — ^(80(1)),

t_I

where the p's  again denote reduction homomorphisms.   Since   i^  is zero on

Z  -cohomology, it is also zero on unoriented bordism.   Further,  (5) can be

written

o -» u* -» uAbu(D) -» il,  Abu(D) ->Î7   ,(B0(l)) -♦ 0

and is isomorphic to sequence   (4) [5, §l].   Hence  pFu  is zero as a homo-

morphism from   Z/f2  to Nif(B0(2)).

Now, if d = 2[/V!,, E A is in  ©(/.,.      ,(BU(k)) and V,   denotes the ca-

nonical complex line bundle over CP(E, ) (i.e.,  T,   is a subbundle of E, x

CP(Ek)), then  FuGu(d) = d + £[CP(Ffe), TJ.   Defining the homomorphism

CP(    ): ®U^_2k(BU(k))^U^_2(BU(l)) by CP(2[My E¡J) = 2[CP(£fc), Tfe],

we have that FuGu(d) = d + CP(d).   Therefore, for each d in  ®U^_2AßU(k)),

there is some   c in  U^._2(BU(l)) with d + c  in the image of  F".   Moreover,

according to the above,  c  is unique modulo the kernel of p.   Similarly, if
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RP(    ): ®N^_k(BOik)) -./V!|C_1(B0(1)) is defined by RP(2[/Mfc, E J) =

2[RP(F,), A ], where  Afe  is the canonical bundle over PP(Ffe),  then FG(b)

= b + RP(b).   Hence, for each b  in © N^_k(BO(k)) there is a unique (since

G  is a splitting homomorphism) a  in  N^_y(BO(l)) with a + b  in the image

of F.

Now let x be in N   2.   F(x) can be written uniquely as  a + b with a

in /Vn_j(80(l)) and  & in ©^/V^^/BOf»).   F(x2)=zz2 + ¿>2.   There isa

d in ©^j  V2n_2k(BU(k)) with p(¿) = fc2.   Let  c = CP(d). Clearly p(CP(d))

= RPib)2.   Since  d + c = Fu(y)  for some    y  in  t/^2 ,  p(y) = x2.   Hence the

image of p contains the image of a.

Conversely, if y  is in   IL 2    and   Fu(y) = c + d,  where   c   is  in

U2n_2(BU(l)) and ¿ is in ®k^2n_2k(B^(k)), then p(d)=b2, where  è  is in

©fe*l N„-k(B°(kV- Let ö = RP(è)- Then

pF"(y) = p(¿ + CPU)) + p(c - CP(d)) =a2 + b2.

If F(x) =  a + b, x    = p(y) and the reduction of each unitary involution is a

square.

3.   Proof of Theorem  2.   In  [7, Proposition  3]  it is shown that the re-

duction homomorphism from   U% ®n N^ to  N^    is an epimorphism for groups

G of odd order.   Hence for a  in N^   there is an x = 1[M., T.] ® [P.] in

f? ®rr   A/* which reduces to a.   However x2 = £[M., T.]2® [P .]2  and, from* U„ * 2 2 2

Milnor's result,  [P.]    is the reduction of a unitary class.   Hence x     is in

(Í3 2  and squares are contained in the image of p.

To see that the containment is proper, one notes that Stong  [6, §12] in-

dicates that for a group G  of odd order the bordism class of a G-manifold is

determined by the collection of the fixed sets with their normal bundles of

all subgroups of G.   Since  G  is odd, these bundles are all even dimensional.

It follows that the normal bundle to a fixed set of any subgroup of G acting

on the square of a  G-manifold has dimension at least four.

If G  is  Z  ,  the finite field of order p, p  odd, there is an exact sequence:

Z       p' ~

0 ->Ut,-> U^p-► © U^(BU(ty)x ••• x BU(tp_A) -4 U^(BZp) -^ 0,

which arises from the relation between free and unrestricted bordism.   Let

x = [CP(2), y], which does not bord unorientably.   Since   UA.BZ  ) is  //-tor-

sion, there is a   [M, Z  ] in  U^ p and an odd integer  k with  F'([M, Z A) = kx.
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The reduction of  [M, Z  ] cannot be a square since the fixed set of  Z    must

have codimension two.

For an arbitrary group G  of odd order, there is some odd prime p with

Z    as subgroup.   If [M, Z A is the pair described above, the extension of

(M, ZA to a manifold with  G action (i.e., the pair  (M x v  G, 1 x G)) gives
■        G p

a class in  U^   which cannot be a square.
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